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Meeting Schedule

Wednesday @ 4:00 PM

**Credentials “A” Committee**
- Required Appearances
- CNA Applicants for Licensure with criminal, discipline, and health history
- CNA Applicants for Licensure with False Answer on application
- Other Items – CNA

**Education and Credentials “B” Committee**
- Required Appearances
- CNA Exemption Applicants
- CNA Applicants for License under 456.0635, FS Applications
- CNA Applicants for License - Other
- Ratification Lists
- Items for Discussion
- Informational Items
- Other

Thursday @ 8:30 AM

**Full Board**
- LPN, RN, ARNP Applicants for Licensure with criminal, discipline, and health history
- LPN, RN, ARNP Applicants for Licensure with False Answer on application
- CNS Applicants
- Other Items – LPN, RN, ARNP

**Education and Credentials “B” Committee**
- Non-Compliance with Section 464.019, FS
- LPN, RN, ARNP Exemption Applicants
- Education Credentials
- LPN, RN, ARNP Applicants for Licensure under 456.0635, FS Applications
- Applicants for Licensure under Section 464.009, FS Applications
- LPN, RN, ARNP Applicants for License - Other
- Other

Thursday @ 1:30 PM

**Full Board**
- CNA, LPN, RN, and ARNP Discipline & General Business
- Reconsiderations
- Recommended Orders
- Petitions for Hearing/Modification
- CNA Informal Hearings
- LPN, RN, and ARNP Informal Hearings
- Licensure Informal Hearings
- CNA Settlement Agreements
- LPN, RN, and ARNP Settlement Agreements
- CNA Voluntary Relinquishments
- LPN, RN, and ARNP Voluntary Relinquishments
- Other
- Practice Issues
- Advanced Practice Issues
- Special Education Issues
- Legislative Issues
- Declaratory Statement

Friday @ 8:30 AM

**Full Board**
- CNA, LPN, RN, and ARNP Discipline & General Business
- CNA Motion to Vacate
- LPN, RN, and ARNP Motion to Vacate
- Reinstatements and Compliance Issues
- CNA Informal Waivers
- LPN, RN, and ARNP Informal Waivers
- IPN
- Board Reports
Call to Order

The meeting was called to order by the committee chair, Kathryn Whitson, at 4:02 p.m.

Roll Call

Board Members:
Kathryn L. Whitson, MSN, RN
Deborah Wakefield McKeen, LPN
Lori Desmond, MSN, RN, NE-BC
Derrick C. Glymph, DNAP, CRNA, ARNP, LTC, USAR
Leonard Connors, JD, Consumer (Arrived at 6:15 pm)
Todd Katz, JD, Consumer (Excused absence)
Elizabeth Webster, RN, MBA (Unexcused absence)

Attorney: Lee Ann Gustafson, Senior Assistant Attorney General

Board Staff:
Joe Baker, Jr., Executive Director
Tihara Rozier, Program Operations Administrator

IPN:
Linda Smith, ARNP
Vicki Fitzpatrick, PhD
Myrtle Greene, LMHC

A. Required Appearances

CNA
Exam

1. BABCOCK, BRITTANY G PLESS; 4401/657155 – Present – A motion was made by McKeen to approve after the applicant submits an amended application. Motion passed unanimously.

2. JONES, KELLY R; 4401/61499 – Present – A motion was made by McKeen to approve after the applicant submits an amended application. Motion passed with Glymph in opposition.
3. MIDYETTE, EVELYN M.; 4401/672055 - Present – A motion was made by Glymph to approve. Motion passed unanimously.

**LPN, RN, and ARNP**

Exam

1. DEAN, CHRISTOPHER CHARLES; 1702/176410 – Present – (McKeen is recused) – A motion was made by Connors to deny based on crimes related to the practice. Motion passed with Whitson in opposition.

2. MILLER, KATELYN MARIE; 1701/526977 - Present – A motion was made by Whitson to approve. Motion passed with Desmond in opposition.

**Pending Formal Denial**

CNA

Exam

1. ATWOOD, SUSAN WRIGHT; 4401/669313 – application withdrawn

2. FORTENBERRY, KAYLA M; 4401/660946 – A motion was made to give the applicant one more opportunity to appear before the board due to a concern with the notice of hearing. Motion passed unanimously. Applicant was present August 6, 2015. A motion was made by McKeen to approve. Motion passed with Glymph and Connors in opposition.

3. FRANSCHELLA, SHARON R; 4401/643535 – Present - A motion was made by Glymph to approve with a V6B. Motion passed unanimously.

**Pending Formal Denial**

LPN, RN, and ARNP

Exam

1. CARNEY, FRANCES, ANN; 1701/395827 – Present – A motion was made by Glymph to approve. Motion passed with Desmond in opposition.

2. CLEMENTS, TINYA CHAMAE; 1701/513861 – A motion was made by Whitson to deny due to failure to appear. Motion passed unanimously.

3. REA, MARIA LIBERTY; 1701/504352 – Present – A motion was made by Glymph to approve with a V6B. Motion passed unanimously.

4. PIGEON, GREGORY JOHN; 1701/508990 – Present – A motion was made by Whitson to approve. Motion passed unanimously.
B. CNA Applicants for Licensure

CNA

Prior Board Action

Exam
1. BROWN, CHRISTINA E.; 4401/677021 – A motion was made by Whitson to deny due to failure to comply with the previous final order. Motion passed unanimously.

2. MANNING, TAKARDRA D.; 4401/675260 – A motion was made by McKeen to deny due to prior discipline. Motion passed unanimously.

Juvenile Offense

Exam
1. CALLAWAY, ANTOWANEETA; 4401/624670 – A motion was made by Glymph to approve. Motion passed unanimously.

2. FLEURIGENE, JUDY; 4401/622317 – A motion was made by Whitson to require an appearance. Motion passed unanimously.

3. HOLSEY, TASHANA Y.; 4401/678540 – A motion was made by Whitson to require an appearance. Motion passed unanimously.

Criminal History

Exam
1. EUTSEY, FRANCIS; 4401/666770 – A motion was made by Glymph to deny based on ineligibility and crimes related to the practice. Motion passed unanimously.

2. HOLLEY, CHESTER; 4401/660390 – A motion was made by McKeen to deny based on prior discipline, prior board action and crimes related to the practice. Motion passed unanimously.

3. INNOCENT, MERRYTHA M.; 4401/678804 – Present – A motion was made by McKeen to deny based on crimes related to the practice. Motion failed with Glymph and Whitson in opposition. Case was tabled due to a tie vote. Discussion ensued after Mr. Connors’ arrival. A motion was made by Connors to deny based on crimes related to the practice and inconsistencies with her statements. Motion passed with Glymph and Whitson in opposition.

4. LITTLE, MARONICA F.; 4401/659522 – A motion was made by Glymph to deny based on ineligibility and crimes related to the practice. Motion passed unanimously.
5. LUGO, DEBORAH; 4401/670577 – A motion was made by Glymph to require an appearance. Motion was not seconded. A motion was made by Whitson to approve. Motion passed with Glymph in opposition.

6. MILES, MONET; 4401/661512 – A motion was made by McKeen to deny based on crimes related to the practice. Motion passed unanimously.

7. NELSON, RONDRIKA R.; 4401/680648 – Present – A motion was made by Glymph to approve. Motion passed unanimously.

8. OSBORNE, CANDICE; 4401/671639 – A motion was made by Desmond to require an appearance. Motion passed unanimously.

9. RANKIN, LINDA; 4401/12653 – Present – A motion was made by Glymph to approve. Motion passed unanimously.

10. REGISTER, BETTY; 4401/675919 – A motion was made by Whitson to deny based on prior discipline. Motion passed unanimously.

11. REGISTER, SHERRI; 4401/677906 – A motion was made by Glymph to approve with a V6B. Motion passed with Desmond in opposition.

12. ROGERS, MARIA L.; 4401/676078 – A motion was made by Glymph to deny based on ineligibility and crimes related to the practice. Motion passed unanimously.

13. SARCIONE, HEATHER; 4401/679689 – A motion was made by Glymph to require an appearance. Motion passed with McKeen in opposition.

14. WILLIAMS, TRAVIS; 4401/665043 – Present – A motion was made by McKeen to approve with a V6B. Motion passed with Desmond in opposition.

15. WILSON, KAYLA; 4401/636210 – Applicant has been approved. No board action needed.

Reciprocity
1. DODSIN, ALICIA MONIQUE; 4401/678235 – A motion was made Whitson to approve. Motion passed with Desmond in opposition.

False Answer on Application

Exam
1. BONILLA, RAMONITA; 4401/391391 – A motion was made by McKeen to deny based on misrepresentation and crimes related to the practice. Motion passed unanimously.

2. COLE, OLADUNI D.; 4401/672580 – A motion was made by McKeen to deny based on misrepresentation and prior discipline. Motion passed unanimously.
3. JOHNSON, JACQUELINE; 4401/677992 – A motion was made by Desmond to deny based on misrepresentation and crimes related to the practice. Motion passed unanimously.

4. MURRAY, HERBERT R.; 4401/670886 - A motion was made by Glymph to require an appearance. Motion passed unanimously.

5. POWELL, PRINCESS B.; 4401/639650 - A motion was made by Whitson to deny based on misrepresentation and crimes related to the practice. Motion passed unanimously.

6. SANDERS, DARRISHA; 4401/671346 - A motion was made by Glymph to deny based on misrepresentation, prior discipline and failure to comply with previous final order. Motion passed unanimously.

7. SENESCA, LOVELY; 4401/672909 - A motion was made by Desmond to deny based on misrepresentation and crimes related to the practice. Motion passed unanimously.

8. WHITE, ELIZABETH SIMMONS; 1701/522033 – A motion was made by Glymph to require an appearance. Motion passed unanimously. Applicant was present on August 6, 2015. A motion was made by Desmond to deny based on misrepresentation. Motion was withdrawn. A motion made by Connors to allow the applicant to withdraw her application. Motion passed unanimously. A motion was made to delegate review of the new application to the committee chair. Motion passed unanimously.

Reciprocity

16. PEREZ HERNANDEZ, SANDRA 4401/514381 - A motion was made by Glymph to deny based on ineligibility and crimes related to the practice. Motion passed unanimously.

1. SULLIVAN, PAULA; 4401/681430 – A motion was made by Desmond to deny for misrepresentation and crimes related to the practice. Motion passed unanimously.

C. Other Items- CNA

Exam

1. BLOXSON, SOPHIE; 4401/619454 – Moved to full board.

The meeting recessed at 6:45 pm.
Credentials “A” Committee

Thursday, August 6, 2015 at 8:30 AM

Call to Order

The meeting was called to order by the committee chair, Kathryn Whitson, at 8:35 a.m.

Roll Call

**Board Members:**
Kathryn L. Whitson, MSN, RN
Leonard Connors, JD, Consumer
Deborah Wakefield McKeen, LPN
Lori Desmond, MSN, RN, NE-BC
Derrick C. Glymph, DNAP, CRNA, ARNP, LTC, USAR
Todd Katz, JD, Consumer *(Excused absence)*
Elizabeth Webster, RN, MBA *(Unexcused absence)*

**Attorney:** Lee Ann Gustafson, Senior Assistant Attorney General

**Board Staff:**
Joe Baker, Jr., Executive Director
Tihara Rozier, Program Operations Administrator

**IPN:**
Linda Smith, ARNP
Vicki Fitzpatrick, PhD
Myrtle Greene, LMHC

A. LPN, RN, and ARNP Applicants for Licensure

**LPN, RN, and ARNP**
**Prior Discipline**

Exam
1. LOGAN, ASHLEY PAIGE; 1701/522147 – A motion was made by Connors to deny based on prior discipline. Motion passed unanimously.
Endorsement
1. BALLARD, RENEE ROXANNE; 1701/508150 – A motion was made by Glymph to approve. Motion failed with Desmond, McKeen and Connors in opposition. A motion was made by McKeen to require an appearance. Motion passed unanimously.

2. BLETSC, ERIN ALEXIS; 1702/176191 – A motion was made by McKeen to approve with a V6A. Motion passed unanimously.

3. DANIELS, CHIQUITA VENCETTA; 1701/518624 – A motion was made by McKeen to deny based on failure to comply with a previous board order. Motion passed unanimously.

4. FAPOHUNDA, FOLUSO OLUWATOSINL 1702/175802 – A motion was made by Glymph to deny based on having an open case, prior board action, prior discipline, and misrepresentation. Motion passed unanimously.

5. FERENCE, ROBIN LOUSIE; 1702/175397 – A motion was made by Desmond to deny based on failing to comply with the requirements in Indiana. Motion passed unanimously.

6. OLIVER, IRENE MARIA; 1702/171263 – A motion was made by Glymph to require an appearance. Motion passed unanimously.

7. SEGUI, CHRISTINA HEULITT; 1701/384763 – A motion was made by McKeen to require an appearance. Motion passed unanimously.

8. STALLWORTH, LISA DENISE; 1702/175777 – A motion was made by Desmond to require an appearance. Motion passed unanimously.

Prior Board Action
Exam
1. CALVINO, OSCAR; 1701/523767 – Present – A motion was made by Glymph to approve. Motion passed unanimously.

2. LYNCH, CYNTHIA MARIE; 1701/527530 – Present – A motion was made by Whitson to approve. Motion passed with Connors in opposition.

3. MEJIA, CARLOS A.; 1701/529477 – Present – A motion was made by McKeen to approve. Motion passed with Connors in opposition.

4. MICHELSN, DENIEN JADE; 1701/526355 – A motion was made by Whitson to approve. Motion passed with Connors in opposition.

Endorsement
1. EDALGO, KELLY M.; 1702/173591 – A motion was made by McKeen to approve with a remedial course. Motion passed with Glymph and Connors in opposition.
Criminal History
Exam
1. CAVAGNARO, KATELYN JOYCE; 1701/526318 – A motion was made by Glymph to approve. Motion passed unanimously.

2. FARKASH, JOHNATHAN JASON; 1701/528056 – Present – A motion was made by Connors to approve with a V6B. Motion passed unanimously. A motion was made to allow the applicant to sit for his RN examination while pending his evaluation from IPN. Motion passed with Desmond in opposition.

3. NICASIO, AURA ALEXSA; 1701/521649 – Present – A motion was made by Glymph to approve with a V6B. Motion passed unanimously.

4. PARDO, MIGUEL A.; 1701/526147 – Present – A motion was made by Glymph to approve with a V6B. Motion passed unanimously.

Endorsement
1. CHERY, PHARA CASANDRA; 1701/524649 – A motion was made by Whitson to require an appearance. Motion passed unanimously.

2. GWOZDZ, KEVIN PAUL; 1701/504569 – A motion was made McKeen to approve. Motion passed with Connors in opposition.

3. HOMBERG, TOSHA KATE; 1701/528538 – A motion was made by Desmond to require an appearance. Motion passed unanimously.

4. LUDLOW, ROBERT HAROLD; 1701/521515 – A motion was made by McKeen to approve with a V6B. Motion passed unanimously.

5. MOONEY, MELISSA ANNE; 1701/524944 - A motion was made by Connors to approve. Motion passed unanimously.

6. MUELLER, SHERYL ANN; 1702/176288 – A motion was made by Glymph to approve with a V6B. Motion passed with Connors in opposition.

7. MURRAY, VICTORIA LYNN; 1702/175539 – A motion was made by Glymph to approve with a V6B. Motion passed unanimously.

8. STRINGFIELD, ROBERT GLENN; 1702/139532 – Present – A motion was made by Connors to approve with V6B. Motion passed with Glymph in opposition.

ARNP Upgrade
1. SULLIVAN, HEATHER LEIGH; 1701/395205 – Present – A motion was made by Connors to deny. Motion was not seconded. A motion was made by Whitson to approve. Motion passed with Glymph and Connors in opposition.
Health History
Exam
1. BEARD, KELLI RENEE; 1701/525637 – Present – A motion was made by Desmond to approve. Motion passed with Connors in opposition.

2. BURKE, HEATHER KELLY; 1701/527518 – Present – A motion was made by McKeen to approve. Motion passed with Connors in opposition.

3. FERNANDEZ, PETER; 1702//176255 – Present – A motion was made by Glymph to approve. Motion passed unanimously.

4. POLADIAN, KATARINA DAWN; 1701/524280 – Present – A motion was made by Whitson to approve. Motion passed unanimously.

5. ROCHA, ANGELES GRECIA; 1701/522473 – Present – A motion was made by Desmond to approve. Motion passed with Connors in opposition.

6. THOMPKINS, TUESDAY LIE; 1701/518718 – A motion was made by Glymph to require an appearance. Motion passed unanimously.

Endorsement
1. HUGHES, LEAH REBECCA; 1701/526244 - A motion was made by McKeen to approve with a V6B. Motion passed unanimously.

2. SALZWEDEL, MICHAEL ANTHONY; 1701/523881 – Present – A motion was made by Desmond to approve. Motion passed unanimously.

3. MEANS, DANIELLE DIANE; 1701/518311 – A motion was made by Glymph to approve. Motion passed with Connors in opposition.

4. MERRILL, MARY K.; 1701/485437 – A motion was made by Connors to approve with a V6B and a remedial course. Motion passed with Desmond in opposition.

5. WAINSCOTT, ELIZABETH; 1701/386452 – Present – A motion was made by Whitson to approve. Motion passed unanimously.

False Answer on Application
Exam
1. FLEURIDOR, ELMITA REGINE; 1702/158706 – A motion was made by Whitson to deny based on ineligibility to sit for the exam and misrepresentation. Motion passed unanimously.

2. FOULKE, ALEXIS NICOLE; 1702/157188 – A motion was made by McKeen to deny for failing to disclose criminal history and crimes related to the practice. Motion passed unanimously.
Endorsement
1. WADSWORTH, JERRY WAYNE; 1701/512399 – A motion was made by Glymph to deny based on crimes related to the practice and misrepresentation. Motion passed unanimously.

Other
Open Case
Endorsement
1. HOPE, SANDRA JEAN; 1702/171810 – A motion was made by Desmond to deny based on unlicensed activity. Motion passed unanimously.

2. JOSEPH, NANCY; 1702/129682 – Present – A motion was made by Connors to approve. Motion passed unanimously.

Staff Concern
Exam
1. STARLING, CAROLYN RENEE; 1701/508227 – A motion was made by McKeen to require an appearance. Motion passed unanimously.

B. CNS Applicants

C. Other Items- LPN, RN, ARNP

D. Other Items for Discussion

The meeting adjourned at 11:55 a.m.